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I
n the past few years, tremendous atten-
tion has been given to the concept of
electromagnetic invisibility cloaks,1�14

one of the most exciting emerging applica-
tions of metamaterials. With the rapid de-
velopment of metamaterial concepts and
the fast evolution of nanofabrication tech-
niques, metamaterial cloaking has been
theoretically1�6,8�10 and experimentally
shown7,11�13 to effectively reduce the over-
all visibility and scattering of a given object
over a wide range of frequencies, spanning
from microwaves7,11 to the infrared and
visible spectrum.12,13 Cloaking technology
enables a variety of fascinating applications,
including not only invisibility and camou-
flaging but also noninvasive sensing5,6

and low-interference communications,3,16

to name a few. Recently, we have put for-
ward the theoretical idea of using metasur-
faces or frequency-selective surfaces (FSS)
to realize thin mantle cloaks,14,15 with the
advantages of low-cost, moderately broad
bandwidth, and easiness of fabrication at
microwaves and radio frequencies (RF). The
functionality of a mantle cloak essentially
relies on the scattering cancellation princi-
ple, in some sense analogous to the one of
plasmonic cloaks,1 generating “antiphase”
currents on a thin surface that cancel most
of the scattered fields from a given object.
A thin mantle cloak may be realized at
RF by properly patterning a conducting
screen, in order to tailor the average sur-
face reactance, providing drastic scattering
reduction. For higher frequencies, due to
the change in conductivity and finite skin
depths of metals at IR and optical frequen-
cies, it is more challenging to practically
realize a mantle cloak. In this paper, we
extend the notion of “cloaking by a surface”
to the far-infrared spectrum, putting for-
ward the idea of the thinnest possible

surface cloak: an atom thick graphene
monolayer, which may realize an infinitesi-
mally thin transverse conductivity layer with
suitable values to suppress the scattering of

amoderately sized object. We assume in the
following an exp[�iωt] time dependence.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Graphene has particularly interesting and
unique properties of low-loss surface reac-
tance at far-infrared and terahertz (THz)
frequencies,17,18 ideal for tailoring the in-
duced surface current at will. Its large con-
ductivity over an atom thick layer and its
large tunability with respect to the applied
bias voltage may provide exciting venues
to achieve scattering cancellation effects,
even superior to those of RF mantle cloaks.
Graphene possesses a truly two-dimen-
sional (2-D) electronic system19 (effectively
a 2-D version of 3-D crystalline graphite),
composed of a single atomic layer of carbon
atoms arranged in a hexagonal crystal
lattice. For this property, the graphene
monolayer may be described as a gapless
semiconductor, having massless and linear
electron�hole dispersion with Fermi velo-
city νF = 108 cm/s. Since the growth of
large-area graphene by chemical vapor
deposition (CVD)20 is becoming a mature
and standardized process, the anomalous
electronic and optical properties of gra-
phene, combined with its extreme thinness,
have raised great interest in high-speed
electronic21�24 (i.e., field-effect transistors)
and photonic devices25�33 (i.e., THz oscilla-
tors and low noise sensors). In addition,
graphene has been theoretically shown to
support surface plasmon polarizations in
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ABSTRACT We discuss here the use of a graphene monolayer to realize the concept of “cloaking

by a surface”, proposing the thinnest possible mantle cloak with operation in the far-infrared and

terahertz (THz) regime. We show that an atomically thin graphene monolayer may drastically

suppress the scattering of planar and cylindrical objects and, at the same time, preserve moderately

broad bandwidth of operation. In addition, we exploit the large tunability of the graphene

conductivity to provide active, dynamically tunable invisibility cloaks and versatile THz switching

devices.
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the infrared spectrum, with relatively low loss and
strong wave localization, which have been recently
suggested in the realization of transformation meta-
materials on an atom thick surface.17 In the infrared
range and below, we can describe the graphene layer
with a complex-valued surface conductivity σs(ω) =
σ0s � iσ00s, sensitively dependent on the chemical
potential (Fermi energy), which may be largely tuned
either passively by the doping profile (density and type
of carriers25,27) or chemical surface modification (i.e.,
carboxylation and thiolation35), or actively by external
static electric field (providing an isotropic scalar surface
conductivity)25,30 or external static magnetic field via

Hall effects (providing anisotropic and tensor surface
conductivity).30 Graphene's surface conductivity may
be modeled using Kubo formula27�29

σs(ω,μc, τ, T)

¼ � ie2(ωþ iτ�1)

πp2

Z þ¥
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jεj
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dε
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where fd = 1/(1þ exp[(ε�μc)/(kBT)]) is the Fermi�Dirac
distribution, ε is the energy, μc is the chemical poten-
tial, T is the temperature, e is the electron charge, p is
the reduced Planck's constant, and τ is themomentum
relaxation time (inverse of the electron�phonon scat-
tering rate), due to the carrier intraband scattering. For
simplicity, unless otherwise mentioned, we use here a
constant value of τ= 0.5 ps, which is consistentwith the
ballistic transport features of graphene, whose mean
free path was measured to be up to 500 nm at room
temperature and larger than 4 μm at low tempera-
ture.23,24 The first term in eq 1 corresponds to the
intraband electron�photon scattering process, which
can be evaluated as29

σintra ¼ i
e2kBT

πp2(ωþ iτ�1)
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kBT

þ 2ln exp � μc
kBT
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þ 1

 !2
4
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where the real part of σintra, associated with τ,
contributes to energy absorption or dissipation. The
second term corresponds to the direct interband
electron transition and, for pω,|μc| . kBT, and it can
be approximated as29

σinter ¼ i
e2

4πp
ln

2jμcj � p(ωþ iτ�1)
2jμcj þ p(ωþ iτ�1)

" #
(3)

From eqs 1�3, it is found that, in the THz and far-
infrared region, the intraband contribution (eq 2)
dominates.29,34 The unique features of ballistic trans-
port and ultrahigh electron mobility (in excess of
20 000 cm2 V�1 s�1)23 may provide an almost purely
imaginary conductivity of graphene in this regime,
which can effectively realize a low-loss inductive

atomic surface, playing a role analogous to a lossless
reactive FSS at RF, without even the need of patterning
the surface. This analogy is schematized in Figure 1.

Planar Graphene Cloak. In order to show the potential
of making a surface cloak using graphene, we start
from a simple 1-D scenario, in which we aim at
suppressing the reflection from a planar dielectric slab
at the desired frequency. Figure 1 illustrates the pro-
posed graphene surface cloak (right): a graphene
monolayer with μc = 0.13 eV supported by a silicon
dioxide (SiO2) thin film, with relative permittivity
εox = 3.9 and thickness tox = 1.56 μm, on top of a dielec-
tric slab, which represents the object to be cloaked,
with thickness d = λ0/5 and relative permittivity εd = 5
(i.e., MgF or KBr). Figure 1 also shows its analogy to a
mantle cloak at RF, realized by patterning a conducting
surface.14 The role of the SiO2 thin film here is to act as a
thin spacer for the growth of the graphene monolayer.
This 1-D boundary-value problem may be approached
using a transmission line model,15 as sketched in
Figure 1, where Zi and βi, respectively, represent the
characteristic impedance and propagation constant of
the ith segment. The dispersive shunt surface impe-
dance Zs modeling the graphene layer may be ob-
tained from the microscopic quantum dynamic model
in eq 2. Here, Zs = Rs � iXs, where Rs is the surface
resistance associated with energy dissipation due to
the intraband scattering in graphene (real part in eq 2),
which depends mainly on impurities and defects, and
Xs is the surface reactance, associated with the ima-
ginary part of eq 2. We assume a room temperature
(T = 300 K) operation in the following calculations.
Provided that the real part of the input admittance at a
given distance tox from the dielectric slab is equal to
the background line admittance Z0

�1 = Y0 = (377Ω)�1,
it is possible to suppress the input susceptance by
simply adjusting Xs to a suitable value, matching the
line and completely canceling the reflectedwave at the
frequency of interest.

Figure 2a shows the reflectance spectrum for a
dielectric slab covered by an ideal losslessmantle cloak
with constant reactance Xs = 1248 Ω (red line) and
three graphene cloaks (green, orange, and blue lines)
with different relaxation times, compared with the
uncloaked scenario (dashed line). The graphene cloaks
have been designed to suppress the reflection at
frequency f0 = 3 THz (pω0 = 12.4 meV), at which the
calculated graphene surface impedance is Zs = 133 �
i1248Ω (with a figure of merit Im[Zs]/Re[Zs] = 9.38), as
obtained from eq 1. The cloak functionality is verified
in Figure 2a, in which it is seen how an atomically
thin graphene monolayer may provide significant
scattering suppression, analogous to the one of an
ideally lossless mantle cloak.15

The slight difference between the graphene cloak
and an ideal reactive surface is due to the material
dispersion and absorption. Even for a relatively short
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relaxation time τ = 0.125 ps, associated with a larger
intraband scattering, a robust cloaking performance is
obtained, revealing good robustness against absorp-
tion, as is generally true for mantle cloaks.15 In the
uncloaked scenario, the reflection dip at higher fre-
quency is associated with a classic Fabry�Perot reso-
nance. Effectively, the graphene layer can actively tune
this reflection dip at the desired frequency, operating
in a way similar to an anti-reflection coating but with
drastically reduced thickness (one atom thick). The
inset of Figure 2a shows the power reflection, absorp-
tion, and transmission for the case τ = 0.5 ps. These
curves show that indeed thewave is almost completely
transmitted through the cloaked slab at the frequency
of interest, very different from an absorbing layer,
which suppresses the reflection at the price of a large

backscattering, in the form of shadow and absence of
transmission. This cloaking effect is based on scattering
cancellation due to destructive interference between
the reflected waves from the graphene layer and the
planar slab, and it is therefore effective as long as the
object to be cloaked is penetrable and low-loss. This
graphene-achieved transparency is also very different
from planar carpet cloaking devices,13 which are de-
signed to cancel the scattering from a bump on a
planar reflector, rather than to make the whole reflec-
tor transparent.

Effect of Loss and Tunability. To further investigate the
influence of intrinsic loss associated with the graphene
relaxation time, Figure 3a shows the contours of reflec-
tance gain Qr, defined as the ratio of power reflec-
tion between the cloaked and uncloaked scenarios of

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of (left) a planar mantle cloak realized with a patterned conductor at RF and (right) a graphene
surface cloak: an atomically thin graphene monolayer grown on SiO2. Both geometries may be used to cloak a dielectric
planar slab.

Figure 2. (a) Reflectance spectrum for a λ0/5 slab ofMgF or KBr (εd≈ 5) covered by an idealmantle cloakwith Xs = 1248Ω (red
line), a graphenemonolayerwithμc = 0.13 eV loading a 1.56 μmSiO2 (εox≈ 3.9) thin filmwith different values of τ (blue, green,
orange lines), compared with the case without cloak (dashed line). The inset shows the power reflection (solid), absorption
(dotted), and transmission (dashed) for the graphene cloak with relaxation time τ = 0.5 ps. (b) Similar to (a), but for different
values of chemical potential (here τ = 0.5 ps).
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Figure 2a at the frequency of interest f0 = 3 THz, varying
the chemical potential and relaxation time. The cloak-
ing performance is somewhat deteriorated for very
short relaxation times, as expected due to the large
intrinsic loss. However, for reasonable values of τ, the
cloaking effect is significant and weakly affected by
changes in τ. Due to the electron�hole symmetry of
the graphene's band structure, both negative and
positive signs of chemical potential provide the same
complex surface impedance, as well as cloaking per-
formance (see Supporting Information), so we plot in
Figure 3 positive values only.

Another advantage of the graphene cloaking layer
over classic anti-reflection coatings, in addition to its
extreme thinness, is its large tunability. The chemical
potential of a graphene layer is determined by the
carrier density ns as

27�28

ns ¼ 2

π(pνF)
2

Z ¥

0
ε[f d(ε � μc) � f d(εþ μc)]dε (4)

This implies that a polysilicon gate realized behind the
SiO2 layer may be able to tune and switch the cloaking
operation, envisioning the realization of an infinitesi-
mally thin, dynamically tunable THz surface cloak
made of graphene and integrated circuitry. A viable
way to realize this operation may be a bottom-gate
configuration, with the graphenemonolayer grown on
a SiO2 insulating layer (spacer). An applied voltage on
the polysilicon bottom-gate may tune in real-time the
surface electromagnetic properties of graphene. In this
scenario, the 2-D surface charge density is controlled
by the displacement current on a charged surface
CoxVg = ens, where Cox = εoxε0/tox is the gate capaci-
tance. For instance, in the scenario of Figure 1, we
assume a thin gate electrode layer directly behind the
SiO2 spacer (tox = 1.56 μm). The chemical potential μc =
0.13 eV, which corresponds to a carrier density of ns =
1.36� 1012 cm�2 obtained from eq 4, may be achieved
with a gate voltage Vg = 98.6 V, generating a static
electric field E0 = 0.632 MV/cm. We should note that
this operation voltage is allowed to be even lower by
embedding the gate electrode layer in the SiO2 spacer

with a gate oxide thickness typically less than 0.3 μm.
When the applied voltage is increased, more charge
will be induced on the graphene surface, which will in
turn raise the chemical potential. Typically, the chemi-
cal potentialmay be tuned from�1 to 1 eVby standard
values of externally applied bias, as discussed in the
Supporting Information.

Figure 2b shows the calculated reflectance varying
the graphene's chemical potential from 0.13 up to
0.4 eV. The reflection at the operating frequency may
be drastically tuned from “cloaked” (μc = 0.13 eV) to
“uncloaked” status (μc = 0.4 eV). Such behavior is very
promising for applications in realizing actively tunable
cloaks and THz photon switching devices, with a
voltage-controllable and electrically driven transpar-
ency effect. In this context, Figure 3b shows the
reflectance gain contours for the same geometry as
in Figure 2 with τ = 0.5 ps and correspondingly optimal
tox, varying the frequency of operation and the gra-
phene chemical potential. It is visible that the fre-
quency of operation can be readily tuned in the THz
and far-infrared spectrum by changing the chemical
potential. Further discussions on the tunability proper-
ties of this technology are provided in the Supporting
Information.

Cylindrical Graphene Cloak. Having proven that a single
atomthickgraphene layermay realize aplanar cloakat the
desired far-infrared frequency,weextend this concept to a
2-D geometry, envisioning the use of a graphene micro-
tube (or single-walled carbon micro/nanotubes),36�38

realized by wrapping a graphene monolayer around a
seamless cylinder.19 Here we employ the Lorentz�Mie
scattering theory and apply impedance boundary condi-
tions for thegrapheneconductivity, forcingadiscontinuity
on the tangential magnetic field distribution on the
graphene surface,14 which is proportional to the induced
averaged surface current:

Htanjr¼ aþ �Htanjr¼ a� ¼ r̂� Etanjr¼ a=Zs (5)

Details of our analytical solution are provided in the
Methods section.Weconsider an impingingTMpolarized
planewave, as illustrated in the inset of Figure 4, which is

Figure 3. (a) Contours of reflectance gain for the graphene cloak of Figure 2a at the design frequency f0 = 3 THz, varying
chemical potential and relaxation time. (b) Similar contours varying the frequency of operation and chemical potential for
τ = 0.5 ps. The cloaking regions are highlighted in the figure.
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the case of most interest for scattering reduction pur-
poses on this geometry. In this case,we calculate the total
scatteringwidth (SW),15,39 as a quantitativemeasure of its
overall visibility, for all angles of observation.

Figure 4a shows the total SW (normalized with
respect to wavelength) of an infinite SiO2 dielectric
cylinder with diameter D = λ0/5 and relative permittiv-
ity εd = 3.9 covered by a graphene-wrappedmicrotube
with optimal chemical potential μc = 0.51 eV and
momentum relaxation time varied from τ = 0.5 to
0.125 ps. We see how significant scattering suppres-
sion is achieved at the design frequency f0 = 3 THz
using a conformal, atomically thin graphene surface
cloak. Good agreement is verified when compared
with an ideally lossless 2-D mantle cloak with constant
surface reactance Xs = 313 Ω (red line). The minor
discrepancy between the ideal impedance cloak and
the graphene layer is associated with frequency dis-
persion and absorption (here Zs = 33.2� i313Ω, with a
figure of merit 9.42, is obtained for τ = 0.5 ps; Zs =
132.8 � i313Ω is obtained for τ = 1.25 � 10�13 s). The
cloaking performance is quite robust to absorption
also in this 2-D scenario. Figure 5a shows the contours

of scattering gain Qs, defined as the ratio of scattering
width between the cloaked and uncloaked dielectric
cylinder in Figure 4a, at the frequency of interest f0 =
3 THz; here we vary the graphene chemical potential
and momentum relaxation time. Although the cloak-
ing performance deteriorates with lower relaxation
time, for suitable chemical potential, the cloaking
effect is relatively robust to losses, being based on a
nonresonant scattering cancellation mechanism, simi-
lar to plasmonic and mantle cloaking.15,39,40

Figure 4b shows the total SW for uncloaked and
cloaked cylinders, varying the graphene's chemical
potentials from 0.3 to 0.7 eV. The cloaking frequency
may be largely tuned by varying the chemical potential,
realizing a tunable and switchable cloaking device. At
specific frequencies, it is possible to vary the total
scattering width by over 2 orders of magnitude, simply
through the variation of chemical potential of graphene.
This excellent tunability can also be verified in Figure 5b,
which shows the contours of scattering gain varying the
frequency and chemical potential for τ = 0.5 ps.

Near-Field Distributions. In Figure 6, we show the
near-field distributions of the dielectric cylinder

Figure 4. (a) Total SW of an infinite dielectric cylinder with diameter D = λ0/5 and relative permittivity εd = 3.9, covered by an
ideal losslessmantle cloakwith surface reactance Xs = 313Ω (red line); graphene surface cloakswith μc = 0.51 eV and different
values of momentum relaxation time τ (blue, green, and yellow); no cloak (dashed). (b) Similar to (a), but for different
graphene chemical potentials and τ = 0.5 ps.

Figure 5. (a) Scattering gain for the graphene cloak of Figure 4a at the frequency of interest f0 = 3 THz, varying chemical
potential and momentum relaxation time. (b) Similar plot varying the frequency of operation and chemical potential for
τ = 0.5 ps.
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covered by such graphene cloak with μc = 0.51 eV and
τ = 0.5 ps (red solid line in Figure 4b). The top panels
show the electric field amplitude on the H plane at the
design frequency f0 = 3 THz for an infinite dielectric
cylinder cloaked by a graphene microtube, varying
the incidence angle: (a)R = 90� (normal incidence), (b)
R = 75�, and (c) R = 60� (R is the angle between the
incident wave direction and the cylinder axis; see the
inset of Figure 4). Bottom panels in Figure 6 show the
same contours, but for the phase of themagnetic field
on the E plane. It is seen how for both polarizations
and all positions around the cylinder, drastic scatter-
ing reduction and restoration of the original phase
fronts are achieved. For comparison, Figure 7 shows
the same plots for the uncloaked dielectric cylinder.

In all panels, the plane wave excites the geo-
metry from the left and the corresponding panels in
Figures 6 and 7 are plotted on the same color scale for
fair comparison. It is visible that the graphene surface
cloak has the remarkable property of drastically sup-
pressing the scattering even right around its surface in
the very near-field of the object. In contrast to the
cloaked case, the uncloaked cylinder highly perturbs
the impinging wave, due to much stronger scattering.
It is also worth noting that, similar to the plasmonic
cloaking technique,1,3 the wave penetrates the gra-
phene cloak and the cloaked object, thereby enabling
applications as cloaked sensors,3 noninvasive probing,
and low-interference communications in the THz
regime.

Figure 6. (a�c) Amplitude of the electric field in the x�y plane (H plane) for an infinite dielectric cylinder covered by a
conformal graphene cloak, corresponding to the red line in Figure 4b, at (a) R = 90� (normal incidence), (b) R = 75�, and
(c) R = 60�. (d�f) Similar to (a�c), but for the phase of the magnetic field on the x�z plane (E plane).

Figure 7. For comparison, similar to Figure 4, but removing the atomically thin graphene layer around the object.
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CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed here the concept and potential
realization of an atomically thin surface cloak using
graphene at THz frequencies. We have shown that the
conductivity properties of a single atom thick gra-
phene layer may have exciting applications in suppres-
sing the scattering from moderately sized objects. We
have studied the scattering properties of graphene-
covered planar and cylindrical objects, accuratelymod-
eling the dispersive surface impedance (conductivity)

of graphene, as derived from microscopic quantum
dynamic models. Graphene has a great potential to
realize the ultimately thin cloak at THz frequencies,
somehow filling the THz gap for scattering-cancella-
tion cloaks between mantle cloaks realized with con-
ducting metasurfaces14 at RF and plasmonic cloaks in
the visible.1 The highly tunable conductive properties
of graphene may provide exciting venues to apply
these concepts to dynamically tunable THz devices
and noninvasive probes and sensors.

METHODS
In this section, we provide analytical expressions for the

scattering from an infinite cylinder with radius a covered by a
mantle cloak with radius ac under arbitrary wave illumination in
free space. Applying the well-known Lorentz�Mie scattering
theory,41,42 a given monochromatic electromagnetic wave, pro-
pagating in a background material with permittivity ε0 and
permeabilityμ0 and impinging on a scatter centered at the origin
of a cylindrical coordinate system, may always be expanded as a
superposition of orthogonal cylindrical harmonics as42

Ei ¼
X¥

n¼� ¥
anr�r� (zjn)

Hi ¼ � iωε0
X¥

n¼� ¥
anr� (zjn)

(6)

and the scattered fields may be similarly represented by

Es ¼
X¥

n¼� ¥
cTMn anr�r� (zjn)þ iωμ0

X¥
n¼� ¥

cTEn bnr� (zjn)

Hs ¼
X¥

n¼� ¥
cTEn bnr�r� (zjn) � iωε0

X¥
n¼� ¥

cTMn anr� (zjn)

(7)

where z is the unit vector along the cylinder axis and jn is scalar
cylindrical harmonics,42 solutions of the Helmholtz equation in
the cylindrical coordinate systems. The coefficients an and bn are,
respectively, the amplitudes of the expanded impinging wave in
terms of electric andmagneticmultipoles of order n, respectively,
and the scattering coefficients c in eq 7 relate the scattered fields
to the impinging ones. The unknown scattering coefficients may
be obtained by matching the tangential field components
according to eq 5, and after some manipulations, they may be
expressed as a function of eight-by-eight determinants:

cTMn ¼ � UTM
n

UTM
n þ iVTM

n

, cTEn ¼ � UTE
n

UTE
n þ iVTE

n

(8)

where Un
TM, Vn

TM, Un
TE, and Vn

TE have generalized expressions:

UTM
n (R) ¼

�����
Jn(kTa) Jn(kT0a) Yn(kT0a) 0

k

kTη
Jn
0(kTa)

k0
kT0η0

Jn
0(kT0a)

k0
kT0η0

Yn
0(kT0a) 0

0 Jn(kT0ac) Yn(kT0ac) Jn(kT0ac)

0
k0
kT0η0

ZsJn
0(kT0ac)þ iJn(k

T
0ac)

k0
kT0η0

ZsYn
0(kT0ac)þ iYn(k

T
0ac)

k0
kT0η0

ZsJn
0(kT0ac)

����� (9)

VTM
n (R) ¼ j Jn(kTa) Jn(kT0a) Yn(kT0a) 0

k

kTη
Jn
0(kTa)

k0
kT0η0

Jn
0(kT0a)

k0
kT0η0

Yn
0(kT0a) 0
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0
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k0
kT0η0

ZsYn
0(kT0ac)þ iYn(kT0ac)

k0
kT0η0

ZsYn
0(kT0ac)

j (10)

UTE
n (R) ¼ j kη

kT
Jn
0(kTa)

k0η0
kT0

Jn
0(kT0a)

k0η0
kT0

Yn
0(kT0a) 0
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0 Jn
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VTE
n (R) ¼ j kη

kT
Jn
0(kTa)

k0η0
kT0

Jn
0(kT0a)

k0η0
kT0

Yn
0(kT0a) 0

Jn(kTa) Jn(kT0a) Yn(kT0a) 0

0 Jn
0(kT0ac) Yn

0(kT0ac) Y 0(kT0ac)

0
k0η0
kT0

Jn
0(kT0ac)þ iZsJn(kT0ac)

k0η0
kT0

Yn
0(kT0ac)þ iZsYn(kT0ac) iZsYn(kT0ac)

j (12)

Jn( 3 ) and Yn( 3 ) are the cylindrical Bessel function of the first and
second kind of order n,43 ki

T = (ki
2 � β2)1/2 is the transverse

wavenumber,β= k0 cosR is thewavenumber component along
the cylinder axis, and k0

T = k0 sin R is expected (R is the angle
between the incident wave direction and the cylinder axis; see
the inset of Figure 4). Under an impinging TMz-polarized wave,
the total scattering width (SW), as a quantitative measure of the
overall visibility of the cylinder at the frequency of interest, is
given by the formula41

σs ¼ 4
k0

Xn¼¥

n¼� ¥
jcTMn j2 þ jcTEn j2 (13)

In order to suppress the dominant nth TM (TE) cylindrical
scattering harmonic for an infinite dielectric cylinder (ε > ε0,
μ = μ0), thus reducing the visibility of the cloaked object, the
determinants Un

TM (Un
TE) in eq 8must be canceled. It is instructive

to analyze eq 8 in the quasi-static limit of small objects, for
which k0a, ka , 1. In such scenario, the dominant coefficients
contributing to the scattering of a dielectric cylinder are given
by c0

TM and c1
TE in eq 8 and the approximate conditions for

cloaking two polarizations can be written in explicit forms. The
optimal surface reactance, achieving near-zero total scattering,
in the isotropic scenario is given by

Xs ¼ 2
ωaγε0(ε�1)

þωaμ0((γ
2 � 1)sin2 R)

4γ3(ε�1)

� 2
ωaγε0(ε�1)

(14)

The quasi-static expression 14 ensures that the incidence angle
only weakly affects the cloaking performance, a fact that has
been indeed verified with our full-wave simulations in the
graphene cloaks analyzed in this study. Similar robustness
was verified for plasmonic cloaks in ref 39. If the electrical size
of object becomes larger, dynamic formulas 9�12 should be
used for the proper design of surface cloaks.
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